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Monte Carlo simulations of free chains in end-linked polymer networks
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The structural properties of end-linked polymer networks prepared in the presence of inert linear
chain solvent were investigated with Monte Carlo simulations using the three-dimensional bond
fluctuation model on a simple cubic lattice. Networks of 50-mer precursor chains were prepared in
a solvent of 50-mer inert linear chains with a series of concentrations and two ratios,r, of cross-link
sites to chain ends. The networks were formed under both stoichiometric (r 51) and optimal (r
51.2) conditions for minimizing the network imperfections and soluble material and maximizing
the elastic material. A maximum is observed in the fraction of elastic material at small degrees of
dilution and is explained in terms of entanglement effects. The conformational behavior of a small
concentration of linear 50-mer probe chains trapped in end-linked networks of mesh sizes ranging
from 10- to 50-mer was also studied. The radius of gyration of the linear chains was found to
decrease with decreasing mesh size of the host network, in agreement with a theoretical scaling
relationship; but the magnitude of the effect is small. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

When a polymer network is cross-linked in the presen
of a solvent, the resulting network topology and macrosco
properties, such as the modulus and swelling behavior,
be significantly altered.1–3 This occurs because the micro
scopic structure including network defects~such as loops and
pendent structures! and entanglements have been changed
particular, when a network is cross-linked in solution, t
degree of entanglement present in the melt is decrease2,4

Recent experiments by Sivasailam and Cohen5 of end-linked
poly~dimethylsiloxane! ~PDMS! networks with varying
amounts of unreactive linear PDMS indicate that as the fr
tion of unreactive linear chains is increased, the modu
decreases, because the number of trapped entanglemen
creases. Molecular dynamics simulations of end-linked po
mer networks were performed by Kenkareet al.6 in which
the network was formed at a low volume fraction that w
increased after the cure by growing the monomer diame
They suggested that this method of network formation w
identical to the experimental technique of cross-linking
the presence of solvent, where the solvent was considere
be vacant space in the simulation cell. They reported
networks prepared at low volume fractions had fewer ch
entanglements than networks formed at high volume fr
tions.

At small concentrations, free linear polymer chains c
also act as probes to elucidate structural details of a poly
network. For example, linear chains have been used

a!Current address: Department of Chemical Engineering, Princeton Un
sity, Princeton, New Jersey 08544. Electronic mail: azp@princeton.ed
1100021-9606/2001/115(2)/1100/5/$18.00
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probes in deformed polymer networks to determine ela
chain alignment.7–12 Also, the conformational behavior o
free linear chains trapped in polymer networks can be co
pared with the theory of polymer chains in rando
media.13–15This theory predicts that when the obstacle de
sity, r, is sufficiently high, the chains start to shrink fro
their unperturbed dimensions such that their radius of gy
tion, Rg , scales according toRg

21;r.14 If the obstacles are
considered to correspond to cross-links in a polymer n
work, then4 r;1/Nc and the predicted scaling law becom
Rg

21;Nc
21. Experimentally, Liuet al.16 studied the confor-

mation of linear polystyrene chains trapped in polystyre
networks using small-angle neutron scattering. They de
mined that theRg of linear chain with degree of polymeriza
tion N1 was a function of the mesh size,Nc , of the network.
For mesh sizes larger thanN1(Nc.N1), Rg did not change
appreciably. While for mesh sizes smaller thanN1(Nc

,N1), Rg was found to decrease with decreasing mesh s
and obeyedRg

21;Nc
21, in agreement with the theoretica

predictions. The expansion~or contraction! of the polymer
chain relative to its Gaussian state can be described by
expansion factor defined asa5Rg /Rg

0, whereRg
0 is the un-

perturbed radius of gyration of the linear chain in the mel16

The scaling relation betweena andNc can then be stated a
a21;Nc

21.
Computer simulation is a powerful method for studyin

polymer network systems because a well-characterized
work system can be created and its molecular structure
be readily determined. In this paper, Monte Carlo simu
tions of two types of network systems are presented. The
system is one where the network is formed in the presenc
r-
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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inert linear chain solvent that is modeled explicitly. The n
work structural properties are presented as a function of
degree of dilution, or fraction of inert linear chains to rea
tive precursor chains. The second system is composed
small amount of linear probe polymer chains that are trap
in a polymer network. The conformational behavior of t
probe linear chains are presented as a function of netw
mesh size.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Monte Carlo simulations of polymer networks cured
the presence of solvent and linear polymer chains trappe
polymer networks were performed in the framework of t
bond fluctuation model on a three-dimensional simple cu
lattice.17,18 The simulation method presented here is an
tension of the method used in a previous study19 of networks
without free chains. Periodic boundaries were imposed in
x andy directions and hard walls were placed in thez direc-
tion. Both of the network systems were created by rando
inserting the linear chains in the simulation cell and th
randomly adding the precursor polymer chains and cro
links. The resulting polymer melts (f'0.45– 0.48) were
equilibrated using monomer and cross-link displacem
moves. Additionally, the unreactive linear chains were equ
brated using cut and regrowth moves.20,21 During the cure,
the networks were allowed to form using displacem
moves and the cut and regrowth move was no longer use
sample different unreactive linear chain configurations du
its nonphysical nature.

The simulation details of the networks prepared in
presence of linear chain solvent are as follows. The syst
were formed with 50-mer precursor polymer chains and
mer linear unreactive chains. These simulations were
formed on a 95395395 cubic lattice. The networks wer
then allowed to cure in the presence of the unreactive lin
chain diluent. Both networks with a stoichiometric ratior
51) and a ratio at which network defects are minimiz
(r opt51.2)19 were considered. Each system was equilibra
for approximately 2.93105 Monte Carlo step per repeat un
~MCS/RU!, where a repeat unit is considered to be eithe
monomer or a cross-link. The cure period was 4
3105 MCS/RU for the 10% and 20% diluted networks, 5
3105 MCS/RU for the 30% diluted networks, and 5
3105 MCS/RU for the 40% and 50% diluted network
These values of MCS/RU were chosen as the numbe
Monte Carlo steps beyond which the soluble fraction a
network imperfections ceased changing significantly.19 The
cure period was identical for network systems with differe
r values and the same degree of dilution. The network
perfections, fraction of soluble material, and fraction of el
tic material were determined using an algorithm presen
previously.19

For the system of probe chains trapped in polymer n
works, the systems studied consisted of ten 50-mer lin
probe chains in 10-, 20-, 35-, and 50-mer polymer netwo
cured under stoichiometric (r 51) conditions. This translate
to a free chain volume fraction of approximately 3.9% f
each of these systems. The simulation box had dimension
60360360. TheRg of the linear probe chains was dete
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mined before and after the cure. After the cure, the netw
system was re-equilibrated in the same manner as was im
mented before the cure. The 10-mer system was equilibr
for roughly 3.73104 MCS/RU before and after the cure
while the 20-, 35-, and 50-mer systems were equilibrated
approximately 7.73104 MCS/RU steps before and after th
cure. The cure was approximately 3.03105 MCS/RU for the
10-mer system, 4.63105 MCS/RU for the 20-mer and 35
mer systems, and 6.23105 MCS/RU for the 50-mer system

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Networks prepared in a solvent of linear chains

The structure of the networks is described by the fract
of unreacted chain ends, the fraction of soluble mater
wsol, the fraction of pendent material,wpend, the fraction of
single-chain loops,wloops, and the fraction of elastic mate
rial, welast.

19 These parameters are calculated with respec
the total number of reactive precursor chains, and do not t
into account the unreactive linear chains.

The evolution of the fraction of unreacted chain ends
the cure progresses is shown in Fig. 1. Each curve is
average of four independent simulations. Curves for zero
lution, which were determined previously,19 are plotted on
the same graph for comparison. In addition to the curves
zero dilution, only the evolution of the fraction of unreacte
chain ends for the networks cured at 10% and 50% dilut
are shown for purposes of clarity. The networks prepa
under stoichiometric conditions follow the expected behav
because the fraction of unreacted chain ends decay as a
tion of t20.5 at intermediate times.22 For networks withr
51.2, the decay of chain ends is faster than for ther 51.0
networks, indicating that the cure is occurring more rapid
for these networks. Furthermore, the degree of dilution
fects the rate at which the cure takes place. For netwo
with both r 51.0 andr 51.2, a degree of dilution of 10%
causes the cure to accelerate compared to the networks
were prepared neat, whereas a degree of dilution of 5
impedes the cure. Also, the fraction of unreacted chain e
of networks with bothr 51.0 and r 51.2 with 20%–40%
free chains lie in between the curves for 0% and 50% d

FIG. 1. Fraction of unreacted chain ends vs MCS/RU.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1102 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 2, 8 July 2001 Gilra, Panagiotopoulos, and Cohen
tion. Thus, an accelerated cure is observed for the netw
formed at 10% dilution for networks with bothr 51.0 and
r 51.2.

Furthermore, the network structural parameters w
evaluated as a function of degree of dilution. In each ca
the structural parameters were taken at a constant MCS
that is identical for bothr 51.0 andr 51.2 for each degree o
dilution of the network. It was determined that thewsol for
networks with bothr 51.0 and r 51.2 remained approxi-
mately constant withwsol50.009760.0011 for r 51.0 and
wsol50.003860.0011 forr 51.2. Additionally, in Figs. 2–4,
wpend, wloops, andwelastare shown as a function of degree
dilution. In these plots, the dashed and dotted lines
guides for the eye.

Figure 2 shows the fraction of pendent material vs
gree of dilution. The value ofwpend for the r 51.2 networks
is consistently lower than for ther 51.0 networks. In addi-

FIG. 2. Fraction of pendent material vs degree of dilution. Broken lines
guides for the eye.

FIG. 3. Fraction of single-chain network loops vs degree of dilution. Brok
lines are guides for the eye.
Downloaded 14 Aug 2001 to 128.112.34.251. Redistribution subject to A
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tion, for both series of networks, the networks cured at 1
dilution appear to have the lowest fraction of pendent ma
rial while the networks cured at 50% dilution have the hig
est fraction of pendent material. This behavior may be occ
ring because the networks cured at 10% dilution had
highest extent of reaction indicating that, in this case, m
pendent structures became part of the elastic network.

The behavior of the fraction of single-chain netwo
loops as a function of degree of dilution is shown in Fig.
The fraction of loops increases with degree of dilution. Als
there are fewer loops in the networks withr 51.2 than in the
networks with r 51.0. The fraction of loops ranges from
2.3% to 4.4% for the networks withr 51.0 and from 1.9% to
3.6% for the networks withr 51.2. There are fewer loops in
the networks withr 51.2 because the small excess of cro
links favors bond formation between chain ends and un
acted cross-link sites. Also, the values ofwloops increase with
degree of dilution because the presence of the excess u
active chains makes it less probable for an unreacted c
end to find an unsaturated cross-link other than the one w
which it is already connected at its other end.

Figure 4 presents the fraction of elastic material as
function of degree of dilution. The fraction of elastic mater
is determined from19

welast512wsol2wpend2wloops. ~1!

Thewelastof ther 51.0 networks is always lower than that o
the r 51.2 networks. This result is expected from our pre
ous results19 for the 50-mer neat networks where the netwo
properties are optimal atr 51.2. We found that the network
properties are optimized atr 51.2 for all degrees of dilution
studied. This is consistent with experimental observatio
that the optimal value ofr is not affected by the degree o
dilution.5 There is a slight maximum inwelast for each of the
two r values cured at 10% dilution. The strongest effect
welastappears to be from the fraction of pendent material a
the fraction of single-chain loops. The fraction of singl
chain loops increases with increasing degree of diluti

e

n

FIG. 4. Fraction of elastic material vs degree of dilution. Broken lines
guides for the eye.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1103J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 2, 8 July 2001 Free chains in end-linked polymer networks
while the fraction of pendent material exhibits a minimum
10% dilution. Also, the magnitude of the fraction of pende
material ~5.5%–14%! is considerably higher than the frac
tion of single-chain loops~1.9%–4.4%!. Thus, at low~but
not zero! degrees of dilution, the lower fraction of pende
material overcomes the effect of the increase of loops
maximizes the fraction of elastic material. At high degrees
dilution, both pendent structures and loops increase
cause the fraction of elastic material to decrease. The
works cured at 10% dilution had the highest extent of re
tion at the end of the cure, which correlates with the decre
in the fraction of pendent material in these networks.

This behavior suggests that a small amount of solv
molecules enhance the progress of the cure. A possible
planation for this behavior is as follows. The entanglem
length for linear chains in the bond fluctuation model
f'0.46–0.48 is estimated to beNe'38.18,23 The chain
length of both the precursor polymer and the diluent polym
is greater than the entanglement length. This indicates
there are entanglements present in the melt. During the
in the presence of a small fraction of the unreactive cha
only entanglements between reactive chains are trapped
tanglements pertaining to unreactive chains can be rele
during the cure. The release of these entanglements, in
may increase the ability of unreacted chain ends to con
with unsaturated cross-links, and increase the exten
reaction. Larger fractions of the unreactive chains, howe
increase the distance between unreacted chain ends
unsaturated cross-links on the network and decrease
number of elastic chains. These two opposing effects m
lead to the optimal condition observed at the low degree
dilution.

B. Probe linear chains in networks

The conformational behavior of probe chains was inv
tigated with ten 50-mer probe chains in polymer netwo
with mesh sizes of 10-, 20-, 35-, and 50-mer. Each simu
tion was run four times in order to get estimates of the s
tistical uncertainty. The cut and regrow move coupled w
the displacement moves allowed for better sampling than
displacement moves. The results for the expansion factoa,
as a function of mesh size,Nc , are shown asa21 vs Nc

21 in
Fig. 5. The decrease ina with decreasing mesh size indicat
that the size of polymer chains does deviate from the un
turbed dimensions in the melt. The maximum decrease ia
observed is approximately 6% for the 50-mer probe chain
the 10-mer network.

Thea values forNc510, 20, and 35 confirm the scalin
relationshipa21;Nc

21 within the accuracy of the data. Th
effect of the network mesh size on the free chain size
small, which is contrary to earlier neutron scattering dat24

that showed a large effect on chain size for mesh s
smaller than the radius of gyration of the inert chain. O
simulation results are consistent, however, with more rec
neutron scattering data25 showing a rather negligible effec
The earlier results are now suspected to be due to microp
separation in these samples.

Additionally, in Fig. 5, the datum point forNc550
(Nc

2150.02) does not fall ata51 ~whereRg5Rg
0!, instead
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it appears to continue the trend established by the dat
Nc510, 20, and 35. As noted previously, the entanglem
length under our conditions isNe'38. Therefore, these re
sults suggest that entanglements present in the 50-mer
works act to reduce the mesh size. Consequently, thea value
of the linear probe chains in the 50-mer networks falls in
regime ofa21;Nc

21 of the lowerNc networks and not nea
a51. It is expected that as the value ofNc increases,a21

would level off at a value larger than unity when the pro
erties of the networks become dominated by the trapped
tanglements. Such simulations were not attempted bec
they would require significantly more computational r
sources. Nonetheless, the observed effect ofNc

21 on a21 is
expected to be similar to the effect ofNc

21 on the elastic
modulus observed both experimentally26 and by molecular
dynamics simulations.27 Also, if inert chains with chain
lengths less than the entanglement length (Ne'38) were to
be considered, the entanglement effect observed with the
mer inert chains would disappear and data such as thos
Fig. 5 would go through the origin. Studies of larger ine
chain size would be worthwhile but also would require mo
computing capabilities than we currently have.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structural properties of end-linked polymer ne
works prepared from 50-mer precursor chains in the prese
of varying amounts of 50-mer inert linear chain solvent u
der stoichiometric (r 51) and optimal (r 51.2) conditions
were obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. It was fou
that a degree of dilution of 10% results in networks that ha
a higher extent of reaction at the end of the cure. For
degrees of dilution, networks prepared atr 51.2 had a larger
percentage of elastic chains. The fraction of soluble mate
was roughly independent of the degree of dilution, while t
fraction of pendent material showed a slight minimum
10% dilution, and the fraction of single-chain loops attach
to the network increased with increasing degree of diluti

FIG. 5. a21 vs Nc
21 for the linear probe chains trapped in the polym

networks. The dashed line represents a linear fit of the data forNc
21

>0.02.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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1104 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 2, 8 July 2001 Gilra, Panagiotopoulos, and Cohen
These three components then caused the fraction of el
material to have a slight maximum at 10% dilution for bo
r values studied. Curing the network in the presence o
small amount of linear chain solvent may release some of
entanglements present in the 50-mer network and incre
the extent of reaction. Curing the network in the presence
larger amounts of solvent, however, makes it more diffic
for unreacted chain ends to connect with unsaturated cr
links during the given cure period. These competing effe
may explain why there is an optimum condition at the sm
degree of dilution.

The radius of gyration of 50-mer linear probe chains
networks of precursor chains ranging from 10- to 50-m
was determined. The maximum reduction of the radius
gyration was calculated to be approximately 6% for the
mer probe polymers in the 10-mer network, indicating th
the polymer chains contracted only slightly in the confin
environment. The expansion factor was found to obey
theoretical scaling relationa21;Nc

21 in the range ofNc

values examined. Trapped entanglements were found to
fect the ‘‘effective’’ mesh size of the networks.
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